SPELSBERG E-MOBILITY CHARGER HOUSING

SPELSBERG/Wallbe

LEXAN™ POLYCARBONATE RESIN

CHALLENGE
Spelsberg’s new product series GEOS is designed for outdoor-use and use in industrial components. Their housings must be weather-resistant and comply with industry certifications. Wallbe is using the GEOS Series for the new Wallbox system NEO.

SABIC SOLUTION
LEXAN™ PC resin, part of SABIC’s broad engineering thermoplastics portfolio, can enable design optimization with multiple transparent and opaque color options. It has good ductility and flammability performance.

SUSTAINABILITY SOLUTION
Weather-resistant, robust performance for long-term outdoor durability. Can contribute to future sustainable e-mobility solutions. Cl and Br-free flame retardant (FR) options available, addressing concerns on the use of halogenated compounds as FR.

CLICK HERE FOR MORE INFORMATION
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